
AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF PROMOTING VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES

Well, when preparing arguments for and against, you need to be a little What is an argumentative hook for video games
promoting violence?.

People who fit this model are predisposed to see violence as an appropriate response to social conflict
[sources: Markey , Harris ]. We cannot turn a blind eye to this fact: They love technology. This bill called for
a label to be placed in a "clear and conspicuous location on the packaging" on all video games with an ESRB
rating of T Teen or higher stating, "WARNING: Excessive exposure to violent video games and other violent
media has been linked to aggressive behavior. I dont remember trying to fireball my teacher or send electric
through my mates head to make him explode. Simone Kuhn explained that the brain effects seen in prior fMRI
studies likely indicated that players were simply able to distinguish between reality and fiction and modulate
their emotional reaction accordingly, not becoming desensitized. So I do think that violent video game cause
crime. The primary role of a government is to protect its citizens from damaging themselves and society as a
whole. The researchers found that the context and quality of the violence in video games affects children more
than simply presence and amount of violence, and these effects are different from child to child. Markey
conducted a study with teenagers suggesting that video games have no influence on increased aggression of
users; however, he did find that when used for the right amount of time roughly 1 hour video games can make
children nicer and more socially interactive. As soon as the person stops watching the film, playing the game
or listening to the music then this feeling disappears. For example, an fMRI study by Regenbogen and
colleagues suggested VVGs do not diminish the ability to differentiate between real and virtual violence. Most
parents, for instance, know which games their children are playing and were involved in the original
purchases. You never know. The authors suggested that chronic exposure to violent video games have lasting
harmful effects on brain function and behavior. Some scholars suggested that the APA's policy statement
ignored discrepant research and misrepresented the scientific literature. It is also difficult to assume that
realism plays a part when it is largely in the hands of a controller with buttons that need to be pressed. The
parents have a responsibility to their children, to help them understand the difference between fiction and the
real world. I and others objected to perceived conflicts of interest and lack of transparency tainting the process.
A study by the Center for European Economic Research [] found that violent video games may be reducing
crime. Somalia have pirates, and no laws because everyone is killing each other in that shit country. No major
retailers are willing to sell AO-rated games. Studies may not have been long or large enough to provide clear
conclusions. Many RPGs such as the Ultima series have a morality system that discourages random killing
and stealing, if only because the town guards kill you. In fact, in a small number of children with
attention-deficit symptoms, playing violent video games actually seemed to correlate with slight reductions in
bullying [source: Ferguson ]. Even an obvious relationship between virtual aggression and real-life aggression,
like acting out the specific behaviors portrayed in "Grand Theft Auto," isn't necessarily one of cause and
effect. In the past it was considered normal for young people to act out violent fantasies in harmless way, for
example with toy guns in games of cops and robbers, cowboys and indians, war, pirates, etc. BTW you should
be worrying about countries where people that are able to buy guns in their store. Cheryl Olson and Dr. I am
an English Teacher and let my students do their homework on computer, I send them their homework as a text
message. Technically this is a 'no point' and 'withdraw' is a yes point. In a modern world, the role of protecting
young people should lie with responsible parents who know their kids best and take an active interest in their
leisure time, discouraging or barring them from unsuitable activities. Critics, including Peter Gray and
Christopher Ferguson, expressed concerns about methodological limitations of the review. For instance, a
study published in the "Review of General Psychology," reviewed past studies that reported ties between
violent games and violent responses. She said video games have "a very negative role for young people, and
the industry ought to take note of that" and that Congress might have to step in if the video games industry did
not cease to glorify guns. It all depends on family history and how you have been effected by the people
around you. But over the years, confidence among scholars that violent video games influence aggression or
violence has crumbled. As of early , an APA task force was still looking into the matter. Youths are
impressionable Young people are influenced by everything and have less experience so a violent video game
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with no consequences could have adverse affects on their actions in real life. The original author also
responded to these comments, arguing that few coherent methodological critiques had been raised. It's worth
noting, though, that parenting styles come up in the discussion, too.


